Smartsheet
for PMO
Accelerating projects and automating processes

Challenges for PMO
Project managers own the entire process from kickoff meeting through launch. You define the tasks, owners, and schedule based on
the scope of the project. You work with stakeholders and contributors inside and outside the organization—ensuring projects stay
on time and on budget.
Here are challenges project managers commonly face:
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How you can reach your goals faster with Smartsheet
Smartsheet provides a powerful work execution platform for organizations to plan, track, automate, and report on work.

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
AT SCALE
Smartsheet standardizes the way everyone collaborates, communicates, and
works. With 92% of users saying it’s easy
to use, stakeholders embrace Smartsheet. It streamlines processes, drives accountability, and helps manage complex
programs at scale. It also gives you the
functionality to update project templates
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Smartsheet replaces repetitive, manual
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and cascade changes—quickly adapting
to dynamic business needs.
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Smartsheet for PMO
PMO in action
Here are real examples of how project managers use Smartsheet in their everyday work:
Project planning:

•
•
•

Task tracking:
Create dependencies so your schedule is automatically updated when
tasks change
Toggle to a Gantt Chart view so you
can visualize timelines and progress
Use hierarchy to organize tasks within
each sprint

Portfolio rollup:

•
•
•

Track project tasks by owner, date,
and program
Use auto-numbering to give tasks a
unique identifier for easy reference
Set reminders on important dates—
so you’re notified when tasks are
completed

Budget management:

•
•
•

Create dashboard to show status and
progress of multiple projects
Set up a report that pulls project calendar information from multiple plans
Use the portfolio master calendar to
prioritize tasks

•
•
•

Track expenses against budget for all
projects
Compare estimated and actual costs
Set up automated approval requests
for budget owners

“We’re running long-term projects that have a direct impact on the future success of the organization. It’s critical that we’re coordinated and efficient with our people, time, and efforts. Our reputation
depends on it.”
— Juan Bertoldi, Senior Advisor, Global Office of Strategy, Collaboration & Innovation, World Vision

Over 70,000 brands, millions of information workers across 190 countries, and
50% of the Fortune 500 trust Smartsheet with their work.

1 Forrester Total Economic Impact™ of Smartsheet,” September 2017
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